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1. INTRODUCTION 
Browder [1] considered the solvability of a class of nonlinear variational inequality (NVI) prob- 
lems involving coercive monotone operators weakly continuous on segments of a nonempty closed 
convex subset of a reflexive real Banach space. Recently, Goeleven and Motreanu [2] applied an 
NVI problem involving hemicontinuous p-monotone type of operators to eigenvalue and dynamic 
problems. For more details on variational inequalities and their applications, we advise to con- 
sult [3-8]. Here, we present he solvability of a class of NVI problems involving a combination 
of operators of p-monotone and p-Lipschitz types. The obtained results seem to be of interest in 
the sense that p-type operators unify a class of operators in the context of nonlinear variational 
inequalities. 
Let X be a reflexive real Banach space with its dual X*, and let [w,x] denote the pairing 
between w in X* and x in X. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and let S, T : 
K ~ X* be nonlinear operators. 
We consider the nonlinear variational inequality (NVI) problem: for each given element w 
in X*, determine an element u in K such that 
[Su - Tu  - w, v - u] > O, for all v in K. (1) 
For T -- 0 in (1), we find [1] 
[Su - w,  v - u] ~ 0, for all v in K. (2) 
An operator S : K -* X* is said to be p-monotone type if, for all u, v in K,  there exist constants 
r>0andp>l  such that 
[Su  - sv ,  u - ~] >_ r l lu  - vii ~. (3) 
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I f  S is continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces and satisfies (3), then the NVI problem (2) 
has a unique solution u = f (w)  for all w in X*, where f : X* ~ K is continuous and bounded [6]. 
Here the continuity of S on finite-dimensional subspaces of X represents the restriction of S to 
the intersection of K with any finite-dimensional subspace of X is weakly continuous. 
Note that for p > 1 in (3), S is strictly monotone and coercive; and for p = 2 in (3), S is 
strongly monotone. 
The operator S is called monotone if
[Su - Sv,  u - v] >_ 0, for all u, v in K, (4) 
and S is coercive if, for some v in K ,  
[Su  - Sv ,  u - v] 
I lu - v i i  
-~ oo, as Ilull -~ oo, u in K. (5) 
An operator T : K -~ X* is called hemicontinous iff the real function t -* [T(u + tv),  w] is 
continuous on [0, 1] for all u, v, w in K.  
An operator T : K --, X* is said to be p-Lipschitz type if, for all u, v in K ,  there exist constants 
s > 0 and p > 1 such that 
[Tu - Tv ,  u - v] < s l lu  - vii p. (6) 
To this end, let us consider an example of a Lipschitz-type operator T : K --* K on a nonempty 
closed convex subset K of a real Hilbert space H. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. [8, Theorem 3.4] Let T : K ~ K be hemicontinous and satisfy 
(Tx  - Ty ,  x - y) <_ sllx - y]]2, for all z, y in K, (7) 
where 0 < s < 1 and ( , )  is the inner product on H.  Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
2.  THE MAIN RESULTS 
Now we present he solvability of a class of the NVI problems (1) on nonempty closed convex 
subsets of reflexive real Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let  X be a reflexive real Banach space with dual X* ,  and let K be a nonempty  
closed convex subset of  X .  Let  S, T : K --* X*  be continuous from line segments in K to the 
weak topology o f  X*  such that S and T,  respectively, sat isfy (3) and (6). H an element u is in K ,  
then u is a unique solution of  the NVI  problem (1) if[ 
[Sv - Tv  - w, v - u] > (r - s)llv - ull p, for ali v in K ,  {8) 
where s < r and p > 1. 
For T = 0, Theorem 2.1 reduces to a mild extension to [1, Theorem 1]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let  S : K ~ X*  be continuous from line segments in K to the weak topology 
of  X*  such that S satisfies (3). I f  an element u is in K ,  u is a unique solution of  the NVI  
problem (2) i f f  
[ sv  - w ,  v - u] >_ r l lv  - ull p, for all v in K, (9) 
where r > 0 and p > 1. 
Since any hemicontinuous and monotone operator from a closed convex subset of X into X* is 
continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces of X, as a consequence of Theorem 2.1, we find the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let  S, T : K ---* X*  be hemicont inous from a nonempty  closed convex subset  K 
of  a reflexive real Banach space X into X*  such that  (3) and (6) are satisfied. Then  the NVI  
prob lem (1) has a unique solution. 
For T = 0, Theorem 2.2 reduces to [2, Theorem 2.2]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K be a nonempty  closed convex subset  o f  a reflexive real Banach space X .  
Let S : K --* X* be hemicont inuous such that  (3) is satisfied. Then the NVI  prob lem (2) has a 
unique solution. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. If u in K is a solution of the NVI problem (1), then 
[Su - Tu  - w, v - u] > O, for all v in K. 
Since S and T satisfy, respectively, (3) and (6), it follows that 
[(S - T)u  - (S  - T )v ,  u - v] >_ (r - s)l[u -v [ [  p, for s < r and p > 1. 
As a result of this and (1), we find that  
[(S - T)v ,  u - v] + (r - s)[[u - vii p < [(S - T)u ,  u - v] < [w, u - v]. 
This implies that  
[ ( s  - T)v  - w,  u - v] + ( r  - s) l lu - PIP < O, 
that  is, 
[(S - T)v  - w, v - u] >_ (r - s)[lv - u[[ P, for all v in K. 
Conversely, if (8) holds for all v in K,  then for vo in K ,  0 < t < 1, and vt = (1 - t )u  + tvo, we 
find that  vt is in K and vt - u = t(vo - u). It further follows that  
(r - s) [[vt - u[[ p <_ [ (S -  T)vt  - w, t (vo - u)] = t [ (S -  T)vt  - w, vo - u] . 
Since t > 0 and p > 1, this implies that 
[(S - T)vt  - w, Vo - u] >_ (r - s)t  p-1 [[vo - u[I p . 
Since S - T is weakly continuous on segments of K,  (S  - T )v t  converges weakly to (5' - 7')u as 
t -4 0. Hence, we arrive at 
[ (S -T )u -w,  v0 -u]  >_0. 
This completes the proof. 
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